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EDITOR'S NOTE
“

Print has impact and permanency.
Studies show physical material was
more real to the brain and hence
could be categorized and processed.
As the island’s leading magazine, The Bermudian prides
itself on being the distinctive voice of all that is best about
Bermuda since 1930.
With four spectacular issues every year, we celebrate the
people, places, events, arts and culture our readers want
to know about. We are proud to celebrate all that is best
about Bermuda bringing our readers in-depth stories,
stunning photography, historical perspectives, informative
calendars of events and, of course, our highly-anticipated
annual awards features.
Our readers are discerning, educated and sophisticated.
In every edition we aim to bring them the quality
editorial and sophisticated design that has been the key to
The Bermudian’s success for over 90 years.
Tina Stevenson
Editor in Chef
& Publisher
Gabrielle Boyer
Managing Editor

The Bermudian Publishing Company
232.7041
tina@thebermudian.com
gabrielle@thebermudian.com

READERSHIP +
DISTRIBUTION
As the national magazine of Bermuda, The Bermudian goes
all over the world! With a total readership of 10,000+ per
issue, The Bermudian has a loyal, mature, affluent, educated
audience that spends 1.5 hours reading the magazine —
a number much higher than the industry average.
The Bermudian is available at most local pharmacies,
grocery stores, bookstores, reception areas and schools,
as well as the airport and library.
In addition to the 1,000+ loyal subscribers to the print
magazine, both locally and worldwide, we boast over
22,500 unique visitors per month to TheBermudian.com.

“
Magazine readers

are loyal, wealthy,
and quite social.
BY THE NUMBERS

• 20,000 annual distribution
• 55% of our readers have an annual
income of +$100,000
• 74% of our readers have a
college degree
• 53% of our readers recently purchased
a product or service advertised in
The Bermudian
• 67% of our readers own their own home
• Female 72%, Male 23%
• Our readers are interested in
travelling (88%), art (73%), music
(73%), entertaining (68%), gardening
(62%), interior decorating (58%),
shopping (56%), sports (44%)
and dance (33%).

EDITORIAL CONTENT +
CALENDAR

The secret to The Bermudian’s success lies in our editorial content. Since 1930, The Bermudian
has chronicled island life — reporting on people, politics, architecture, homes, culture and
the environment.
As a leisure guide, The Bermudian continues to be the indispensable authority on the island
scene, covering music, the arts, restaurants and cultural events.

IN EVERY ISSUE:

SPRING

• Home & Garden: Resources & inspiration
• Locals: Leaders, heroes, icons
• Famous Onions: Authors, athletes, artists
• The Scene: Art, culture, sports
• On the Town: Food, drink, fun
• Milestones: Anniversaries and remembrance

SUMMER

PLUS:

• Up Front: The Editor’s page
• Naturally Speaking: Bermuda’s natural environment
•That’s Life! A Letter From London: Humour
• Food & Drink
• Afternoon & Evening: Charitable events and party pix

Publishes March 15, 2022

Building & Interior Design Awards
Publishes June 15, 2022

Best of Bermuda Awards

FALL

Publishes September 15, 2022

Health + Wellness Issue

WINTER

Publishes December 1, 2022

Product & Service Awards
& Holiday Gift Guide

“

61% of magazine
readers take action
after seeing an advert
regardless of the size
or placement.

WINNER

Coastal Cool

Residential
Building Design

Architect, Georgia Benevides effortlessly blends California
chic with traditional Bermuda design in a stunning new build
overlooking Harrington Sound

SOUTHSIDE
BY BENEVIDES AND
ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY NHURI BASHIR

Southside is deceiving. Sandwiched
between a road and the water, you
imagine it to be narrow and somewhat
noisy, but from the minute you enter
the property you are blown away by
the breathtaking views, serene silence,
environmental empathy and exceptional
proportions of this large five-bedroom
family home.
On walking into Southside, you are greeted by a large,
bright, spacious, main room, which is an open-plan
kitchen, dining room and sitting room; however, you could
be forgiven for not, initially, noticing any of these essential
constituents. This is because straight ahead of you is a
panoramic view of Harrington Sound, enjoyed through
huge, custom-made sliding doors, leading seamlessly out
onto the back patio and horizon swimming pool.
A particularly striking feature of this 4,700-squarefoot property are the huge windows and doors which are
square, wooden and painted in high-gloss black. This is a
unique design for Bermuda, and architect Georgia Benevides
drew a lot of her inspiration for them from trips to California. “I see that in California and I’ve always wanted to use it
here,” she says. The owner had also been to Santa Barbara,
which was how the pair came together on this design: “She
liked the look of the steel windows,” explains Benevides. “In
California they are mainly steel, so I copied that but used
wood which is more conducive to our climate.”
Other nods to this style include the high ceilings and
exposed beams, and Benevides says she spent “a lot of
time getting the proportion right, where the tray took off.
I did a lot of drawings to make sure the square windows
were exactly right.” The attention to detail throughout the
whole house, especially in the main room, is exceptional.
A traditional Bermudian stepped chimney above the fireplace at the living room end is mirrored above the range
in the kitchen, opposite. This Bermudian charm bookends
the room, anchoring the large space.
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People &
Places

Extra!
Extra!

MOST EFFECTIVE
POLITICIAN
Minister of Health,
Kim Wilson

GLOBAL NEWS
EVENT OF THE YEAR
COVID-19 Pandemic

Kim N. Wilson, JP, MP, could
be forgiven for nodding off

✪ How often does an event

towards the end of yet another

occur that impacts virtually every single citizen on this

obviously, because not only is

PIT BULL POLITICIAN
Premier David Burt
ity of us obeyed all the COVID-

swabs. We limited our social

related rules and restrictions,

lives, were subjected to vir-

we couldn’t help the feeling of

tual schooling, took up remote

being put in the “naughty corner”

working and, as a community,

each time the Premier admon-

rallied around those who suf-

ished those who hadn’t. From

fered financially as a result of

the outset, he never minced his

these restrictions. Thank good-

words about what was to come

ness for the ray of hope that is

and what we needed to do to

the vaccine.

Championship was held at Port
Royal Golf Course from October
29 to November 1, 2020, and
it boasted some of the best
golfers in the world. According

she has collaborated with

to KPMG’s economic impact

Barbie, styled Kerry Washing-

assessment, it generated an es-

ton for Variety, styled for Elle’s

timated direct economic impact

“The State of Black Beauty”

when the true horror of what

our travel and increased nasal

of the pandemic. The Bermuda

though—in the last year alone

night’s sleep since March 2020

“social bubble.” We reduced

✪ Even though the vast major-

PGA Tour event to allow in-per-

video, TV show or movie.

it is unlikely that she has had
a single day off or a decent

as “physical-distancing” and

son spectators since the onset

Despite her own superstardom

her approach to handling the
COVID-19 pandemic, although

face masks and carrying hand
sanitizer to using terms such

✪ She might be famous for

lenging years in living memory,

of any glossy magazine, music

is professional and steadfast in

imagine before. From wearing

Bermuda safely hosted the first

Turini’s own looks rival those

she on top of her brief, but she

the way we live our lives has
changed in ways we couldn’t

✪ During one of the most chal-

BERMUDA BOOSTER
PERSONALITY
Shiona Turini
styling the stars, but Shiona

press conference. She doesn’t,

planet? Since March 2020,

BY ANNABEL COOPER

BERMUDA
BOOSTER EVENT
Bermuda Championship

✪ Minister of Health, The Hon.

of $5.5 million with international

and featured in T: The New York

was about to hit us became

media exposure valued at $15.6

Times Style Magazine—she has

apparent. Our judges are in awe

million. With 3,800 spectators,

still found time to rave about

of her contribution to Bermuda

132 golfers and 430 hours of

her island home and promote

over the last year, praising her

live global broadcast coverage,

its businesses to her 254,000

for “sticking to her guns,” and

the Bermuda Golf Champion-

Instagram followers and famous

being present at “every press

ship truly was the biggest Ber-

friends. “She continues to put

conference.” Minister Wilson,

muda booster event of the year.

Bermuda in the spotlight,” say

we thank you!

Rosemary Jones and Zina Malcolm
abstained from voting in this category.

the judges. >> Instagram: @shionat

overcome the pandemic. If there
was a hint of misinformation be-

LOCAL NEWS EVENT
OF THE YEAR
Chavelle Dillon-Burgess

ing circulated, he squashed it. If
a journalist asked him a question
that he was tired of answering,
PHOTOS: MEREDITH ANDREWS

they were given “a look.” For
judges awarded Premier Burt “Pit
Bull Politician” of the year. Cross
him at your peril!

✪ In less than a year, this “non-hierarchical collective of Bermudians” has, say the judges “put the govern-

✪ Describing themselves

✪ In April 2020, we were

his facial expressions alone, the

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE • Social Justice Bermuda

SHADOW MINISTER IN
THE LIMELIGHT
Social Justice Bermuda
as “an advocacy group with

devastated to learn of the

no political affiliation,” Social

disappearance of 27-year-old

Justice Bermuda burst into our

Chavelle Dillon-Burgess. The

consciousness in the wake of

young mother was reported

the global Black Lives Mat-

missing by her own mother on

ter movement. Founded in

POLITICAL BLUNDER
The Blu Party

April 30, 2020. At the time

May 2020 by “a collective of

of writing, she was yet to be

Bermudians” who are inspired

found and the police were still

✪ Dubbed the “Zane and

by that movement, the group is

offering a $50,000 reward for

Wayne fake fundraiser fiasco”

committed to tackling injustice.

anyone with information on her

They will fight that injustice, re-

ment to the fire.” The most effective form of opposition in Bermuda, Social Justice Bermuda has created a

by our judges, the videos of two

whereabouts. Also, at the time of

platform on criminal justice, education, economic equity, healthcare and food, and youth and family inspired

government ministers dancing

gardless of colour, creed or sex.

writing, a man has been charged

by “the global Black Lives Matter movement and the way that communities around the world are standing

and partying at restaurant, Blu,

“The platform Social Justice Ber-

in connection with her death.

together to tackle and dismantle oppressive systems of injustice and racism.”

last July, without adhering to all

muda put out was so compelling.

“Chavelle is still in our lives right

They’re being effective,” agree

judges. “He does so much, especially for the black community.” Olunloyo

the COVID restrictions everyone

now,” say our judges, sadly. “Ev-

our judges. “Look at what they’re

found himself homeless in his early teens but in spite of this, went to

erybody wants to see justice.”

pushing for.” This advocacy

Oxford University, became an actuary and reached the pinnacle of the

group may not be a “shadow

reinsurance industry. In his earlier life he worked as a bartender and

minister,” but “they’re more

waiter, and so in May 2020, he founded Serving the Servers in part-

The group called for the removal of customs duty on essential motherhood and menstruation products,
spoken out about the way violence against women is handled in the criminal justice system, formed a Can-

had suffered through for the pre-

nabis Reform Task Force, called for an end to compulsory worship in schools on the basis that “schools

vious months, did not go down

should be institutions that are respectful and inclusive of all students, regardless of their religious beliefs or

well with the public, nor the

non-belief,” and successfully called for Rolfe Commissioning’s appointment as Minister of Community Af-

Premier. Within days, both politi-

fairs & Sports and Senate Leader to be rescinded due to “still unaddressed allegations.”

cians had, said David Burt at the

Social Justice Bermuda doesn’t just issue statements. They organise panel discussions, encourage
questions, inspire conversation and take action. >> www.socialjusticebda.com

time, “accepted his invitation to

GOOD CORPORATE CITIZEN • Thomas Olunloyo

✪ The CEO of Legal & General Reinsurance “is awesome” agree the

effective than the Opposition.”

nership with the Chamber of Commerce which distributed grocery gift

>> www.socialjusticebda.com

cards to struggling restaurant workers. Because he believes education is the “ultimate equalizer,” he also worked with Mirrors to provide

resign from the Cabinet.”
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students who needed them with laptops.

www.thebermudian.com
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Profiles in Health

What to Consider When
Returning to the Workplace
VP of population health management
at Argus, Shakira Warner talks about
the importance of considering the pros
and cons of returning to the office in
an ongoing pandemic

W

e have come
so far since
the start of the
pandemic, but
the truth is, we are still experiencing a global health crisis
and are having to ask ourselves
questions that never before
crossed our minds. Is it now
safe to visit my parents? How
do I approach simple excursions like shopping, or more
complex events like travel? How
can I protect my mental health
when I am isolated from others? What does work look like
for me once it is time to return
to the office?
So many ongoing and
sweeping changes in our lives
can make these questions difficult to answer, but the population health management team
at Argus can help. As leaders
in providing holistic health and
wellness resources that address
both individual and population
well-being – social, physical and mental – we support
people considering whether to
continue to work from home or
return to the office when their
employer offers a choice.

13 of Bermuda's Best Health

Professionals, Organizations & Businesses

I advise keeping them to 20–30
minutes, with an agenda. This
will allow for visual and posture
breaks to prevent strain injuries. When tackling challenging
issues or difficult conversations, meeting in person is
best. If meeting virtually, ensure everyone has their video
turned on to help as much as
possible with catching nonverbal communication cues.”
Shakira emphasises that it
is normal to feel stressed or
anxious about returning to
a physical workplace as the
pandemic carries on. It is also
important to identify the root
of those feelings. Are they
based on personal safety? A
sense of loss of autonomy? The
social and relational aspects of
being physically present? Some
people find it helpful to write
down their concerns,” says
Shakira. “That helps to make
sense of the feelings. I also
suggest talking to someone
you trust, whether a parent, friend, teacher, spiritual
resource, mentor, someone in
the Employee Assistance Programme or a licensed professional, such as a psychologist.”
Most of all — and despite
how it sometimes feels — it is
important to remember that
you are not alone. If something positive has come out of
this pandemic, it is the shared
experience of finding our way
through it.

healthy after returning to work,
keep in mind that employees
and employers share responsibility in ensuring the workplace
is safe. Employers must have
clear, practical and enforceable
workplace health and safety
protocols. Employees must
prioritise personal hygiene
measures, respect all travel-related policies, get tested if they
may have been exposed to COVID-19, and stay home if they
or a household member is ill.
“We’re all in this together,” says
Shakira. “We can reduce the
risk of spread in the workplace
when we collectively commit
to taking care of ourselves and
each other by following all of
the health protocols.”
With “Zoom fatigue” on
the rise, employees also have
questions about the health
and wellness impact of video
conferencing in the long-term.
Stanford researchers have
identified four stresses of videoconferencing that can lead
to burnout: excessive amounts
of close-up eye contact, seeing
oneself during video chats, reduction in physical movement
and a higher cognitive load
owing to non-verbal communication signals being harder to
send and receive.
“Virtual meetings are here
to stay,” says Shakira. “But
because they can drain our
energy and productivity, they
shorten our attention spans.

“Key things to consider are
the nature of the business,
your work and role, your team,
and your personal needs,” says
Shakira. “If your company leadership has given parameters
for remote or hybrid working,
it’s important to evaluate how
your environment enhances
your ability to achieve goals and
targets within your team. Have
a conversation with your team
about what works best regarding remote working scenarios
and what can be improved.”
Also important in assessing remote, hybrid or in-office
options is being realistic about
trade-offs, adds Shakira. How
can you take advantage of
in-person mentorship or social
opportunities with peers? In
addition, do you prefer to keep
your home and workspace
separate or combined under
one roof? Taking time to reflect
on what matters most to you is
important, as is seeking advice
from your doctor and direct
manager if health or family
care needs are best met by
remote working.
When it comes to staying

The Argus Group offers a wide range of Group Health Insurance plans, property & casualty solutions as well as
financial products and services. To learn more about Argus, visit www.argus.bm or call 298-0888
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HR SERVICES
Performance Solutions
Limited
The way we work and what employees expect from companies
has changed dramatically in
recent years, and at the heart of
navigating this change are the
human resources professionals.
Founded by Kelly Francis over 20
years ago, Performance Solutions
Limited has helped Bermuda’s

INTERIOR DESIGNER • Dawn Dunstan, L&S Design Ltd.

international and local compa-

When companies want the best and latest office space design for their employees, visitors and guests, it is to

nies both large and small with

L&S Design director and senior interior designer Dawn Dunstan that they turn. Now more than ever, office

all their staffing needs, be it

space needs to impress but be comfortable, be flexible but also serious, be unique but in keeping with inter-

immigration processes, talent

national corporate standards. Whether it’s subtle incorporation of corporate colours and logos in flooring or

management or outsourced HR

lighting design, boardrooms that double up as entertaining space or private spaces in open-plan floor designs,

professionals. During a time when

Dawn Dunstan knows all the tricks of the trade.

companies and their employees

m

need support like never before,

3rd Floor West, Mechanics’ Building, 12 Church Street, Hamilton; 295-9160, www.linbergandsimmons.com

Performance Solutions has
risen to meet that challenge.

m

133 Front Street, Hamilton;

232-5270, www.psolutions.bm

OFFICE SUPPLIES
PHOTO: JAYDE GIBBONS

AF Smith

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE

Popular with the judges and

COMPUTER SALES

our online voters, AF Smith

RedLaser

OFF-SITE
MEETING FACILITY

IT SUPPORT
CPR Technology Services

TRAVEL AGENT/AGENCY
FOR CORPORATE TRAVEL

The Hamilton Princess
Hotel & Beach Club

The hands-down winner for

Travel Edge

our judges, CPR Technology

In yet another horrendously

Another regular winner, The

Services have not only been in

challenging year for the corpo-

Hamilton Princess Hotel &

the business for over 15 years

rate travel industry, Travel Edge

Beach Club not only offers

but, says one, “They’ve worked

has still managed to come out

comes up trumps every year.

Popular with the public, Red-

every size of room for every size

consistently.” “CPR have done

the clear winner for managing

Be it for the actual office or your

Laser is once again the best

of meeting, but it looks good

a lot with my mobile devices and

to move mountains—and travel

home office, whether you need

for computer sales. If you’re an

too. Naturally they have all the

I find them to be great,” adds

arrangements—for their clients.

furniture and photocopiers or

expert, you’ll love their selec-

corporate attire needed from

another. Praised for their techni-

It isn’t just airline schedules that

paper clips and note pads, you

tion and opinions. If you don’t

technical equipment to furniture

cal expertise and professional-

change, but endless rules, regulations and testing requirements

will receive top-notch service

know your Android from your

that suits everyone and keeps

ism no matter what the problem,

Wine Diva Select

and advice with a smile. Latest

Galaxy, your MacBook Pro from

them comfortable while impor-

they cater to both small business

that are constantly evolving too.

Bermuda’s product and service award winners are all exceptional, but for 2021, one businesswoman stands

IT equipment from the best

your MacBook Air or your GBs

tant decisions are made and

and residential customers.

Travel Edge is on top of it all and

out above all the rest. Not just because she offers great wine-tasting events. Not just because she knows

brands? Tick; flexible furniture

from your TBs, their excellent

information absorbed. They also

They can set you up, give you

has gone above and beyond

everything there is to know about wine. Not just because she works extremely hard and is currently study-

for hybrid spaces? Tick; a picnic

sales staff can explain it in plain

offer that little bit extra. Stylish

advice, offer support, repair

to make international business

ing for her Level 4 qualification with the Wine & Spirit Education Trust. But also because we are all ready to

table for outdoor meetings?

English. Something for the

décor, incredible views and

the problems and all in language

travel as seamless as physically

get back out there and have some fun, and that’s exactly what the Wine Diva, Jo-Rena Davis, provides. Her

Tick. They literally have every-

kids? They stock Kindles as well

delicious food to help you relax

everyone can understand.

possible during the “unseamless”

prices are accessible and her passion for what she does is infectious. Of all the votes that came in this year,

thing you could need for the

as the latest gaming equipment.

and enjoy the company of your

m

time of COVID.

295-5562, www.cpr.bm

the Wine Diva received by far the most. Her fans are both loyal and plentiful, and our judges are among that

modern way of working.

They also offer online shopping

colleagues and clients. m 76

legion. They all agree that when it comes to entertainment, you will get nothing but excellence from Wine

m

and delivery. m 12 Bakery Lane,

Pitt’s Bay Road, Pembroke; 295-3000,

Diva Select. m www.winedivaselect.com; Instagram: @winedivaselect

292-1882, www.afsmith.bm

Pembroke; 296-6400, www.redlaser.bm

www.thehamiltonprincess.com
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7 Tumkins Lane, Hamilton;

www.thebermudian.com

www.thebermudian.com

4 Fort Hill Road, Devonshire;

m

35 Church Street, Hamilton;

292-3033, www.traveledge.bm
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RATES + SPECS
ADVERTISING RATES
Full page ad with .125" bleed & crop marks.
Red is live area. White is trim.

FULL PAGE

SIZE

1X

4X (ONE YEAR)

Full page
2/3 page
1/2 page
1/3 page
1/6 page

2,390
1,900
1,330
1,040
600

2,175
1,700
1,200
950
550

PREMIUMS & COVERS
Outside Back Cover $4,700
Inside Front/Back
$2,590
Premium placements +20%
SPECIALTY ITEMS

Reprints, electronic reprint rights, inserts, special colours
and additional services are available upon request.

MECHANICALS
FULL PAGE
Live area: 7.25” x 9.75”
Trim size: 8.5” x 11”
Bleed: 8.75” x 11.25”
1/3 PAGE
VERTICAL

2/3 PAGE
Vertical: 4.75” x 9.75”

2/3 PAGE

1/3 PAGE
Vertical: 2.25” x 9.75”
Square: 4.75” x 4.75”
1/6 PAGE
Vertical: 2.25” x 4.75”
Horizontal: 4.75” x 2.25”

1/2 PAGE
Horizontal: 7.25” x 4.75”
Vertical: 4.75” x 7.25”
1/3 PAGE
SQUARE

AD FORMAT

e Our preferred format to

receive artwork is a high
resolution Adobe Acrobat PDF.

r All fonts must be embedded

1/2 PAGE
VERTICAL

1/6 PAGE
VERTICAL

1/6 PAGE
HORIZONTAL

and all art must be 300dpi and
converted to CMYK. We cannot
be held responsible for errors
in incorrectly created files.

t Other MAC compatible
1/2 PAGE
HORIZONTAL

formats—including packaged
InDesign files, Illustrator eps
(fonts converted to outlines)
and Photoshop tiff, eps or
jpg—may be accepted but print
quality cannot be guaranteed.

u No True Type fonts will
be accepted.

i All images must be saved at
300dpi and saved as CMYK.

o Special spot colours are

available on request and will
carry a surcharge.

p Full page ads should include
a .125" bleed and crop marks.
All ads smaller than a full page
do not need crop marks.

A Penn State study confirmed that 79% of
consumers act on print advertising.

ADVERTISERS

The Bermudian is fortunate to have industry
leaders as loyal advertisers.
AAC Saatchi &
Saatchi

BotelhoWood
Architects

Horizon Health

One

AES

The Brand Lion

HSBC

Orange Bay
Company

AF Smith

Brown & Co

International
Financial Planning

A.S. Cooper & Sons

BUEI

A & P Marine

Burrows Lightbourn

Air Pro

Butterfield Bank

Alexandra Mosher

Cambridge Beaches

Allied World

CedarTree Vets

Ambiance Design
Studio

Clarien

The Annex Toys

Orchid Nail Spa

International
Imports

Pembroke Paint
Company

The Irish Linen
Shop

Pembroke Tile &
Stone

Island Health
Services

People’s Pharmacy

Colonial

Island Restaurant
Group

Philadelphia
International
Medicine

Coldwell Banker
Bermuda Realty

The Island Shop

Phoenix Stores

Argus

Island Tour Centre

Pimentel Pools

Astwood Dickinson

Cosmic

Island Trading

PriceRite

Atelerie

Crystal Caves

Johns Hopkins

The Pro Shop

Auto Solutions

CTX

Jordan Roberts

P-Tech

Azura Bermuda

Demco Florist

Just Shirts

Redlaser

BAC

Digicel

KPMG

The Reefs

Bacardi

Dining Bermuda

KS Watersports

Rego SIR

Bates

English Sports Shop

Lennox Hill Hospital

RenaissanceRe

Beesmont

ESC

Lili Bermuda

Rowe Spurling Paint

BELCO

Evergreen
Landscaping

Linberg & Simmons

Rubis

Executive Auto
Detailing

Lindo’s Group

Sears

The Loren

Signworx

Lucky Elephant
Yoga

SJ Construction

Lusso

Somerset Pharmacy

Bermuda Brickyard
Bermuda Cancer &
Health
Bermuda Fun Golf
BHCT
Bermuda Kitchen
& Bath
Bermuda Motors

Fairmont
Southampton
Fed-Ex
Flanagan’s
Flowers by GiMi

Maid in Bermuda
Marine Locker
Marks & Spencer

Snorkel Park
Speciality Inn
Sportseller

Bermuda National
Trust

FreisenbruchMeyer Group

Bermuda Stripping
& Refinishing

Furniture Flair
Furniture Walk

Bermuda
Waterworks

Gosling’s

Miles Market

Government of
Bermuda

MJM Ltd.
My Bermuda House

Gregory Nelmes
Interior Design

New YorkPresbyterian

Greymane
Construction

Nemours

Waterwood

Hamilton Princess &
Beach Club

Noah’s Ark
Nonna’s Kitchen

Westport
Architecture

BermyFresh
BeSolar
Beth MacDonald
Beyond Fitness
BF&M
Blueprint Hair
Studio
Bonefish

Harry’s
Hasco Home

Masterworks
Museum
MEF

OBM International
OCIL

Strands
The Supermart
Surface Trends
Tischler und Sohn
Treecon
Total Group
Urban Little One
Walker Christopher

Woodbourne
Associates Ltd.
ZipX

CONNECT WITH

TheBermudian.com
Engage with The Bermudian every
day of the week on TheBermudian.com
with online-only content featuring
articles, photo stories, interviews,
recipes & so much more.

TheBermudian.com
REACHES:

283,942

PEOPLE A WEEK

80,000

PAGE VIEWS PER MONTH

25,000+

READERS PER MONTH

12,000
12,000

Tina Stevenson
Publisher
tina@thebermudian.com
Gabrielle Boyer
Mangaing Editor
gabrielle@thebermudian.com

